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Easy upload 

TEMPTRACER CRADLE 2 

    

Data upload without installation at receiving site 

The TempTracer Cradle 2 is an accessory to the electronic temperature data logger TempTracer. The 

Cradle 2 is available in two versions; One version with start and stop buttons that can start and stop 

a TempTracer mission without the need of a computer; Another version without start and stop buttons, 

which stops a TempTracer mission when plugged into a computer USB port. Both create a HTM link, 

displaying the result on a web dashboard when connected to a computer. 

 

Key Features 

The TempTracer with attached Cradle 2 creates a USB temperature logging device that does not re-

quire any installation at recipient.  

 

The world’s leading temperature management solution 

When you use TSS loggers you also get access to our cloud temperature management software. It de-

livers big data-driven analytics, and documents end-to-end visibility of drugs as they move through the 

supply chain. It’s used by leading life science companies to reduce distribution costs, meet compliance 

and deliver drugs safely and sustainably to patients.  
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About TSS 

TSS is a world-leading supplier of temperature monitoring solutions. For the past 20 years we 
have been helping life science companies to ensure drugs are safe on delivery. Our cloud    
analytics solution has been developed together with world-leading pharmaceutical companies 
and is a key component of a risk-based approach to managing the supply chain.  

TEMPTRACER CRADLE 2 

Type TempTracer Accessory USB device 

Operating Range -40˚C to + 85˚C 

Internal Memory 400 kb 

File generation HTM file for direct upload to web 

Temperature Format Celsius 

Compliance Cradle 2 with start & stop buttons: RoHs / CE 
Cradle 2 without start and stop buttons: RoHs / CE / IATA DGR (no battery in device) 

Security Configured to only operate with customer specific TempTracer data logger and database 

Virus protection When connected to computer, the cradle formats the file system sector in the device (delet-
ing all files), before the computer detects the device. This way it is not possible to spread 
virus through the cradle 

User instructions A message up to 2000 characters can be generated in a separate user instructions text file 

Weight Approximately 23 grams 

Measurement Length 80mm x Width 43mm x Thickness 16mm 

Housing ABS plastic with stainless steel USB connector and aluminium interface 

Traceability Unique 10 character ID number 


